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Abstract
Holographic models provide unique laboratories to investigate non-linear physics
of transport in inhomogeneous systems. We provide a detailed account of both
DC and AC conductivities in a defect CFT with spontaneous stripe order. The
spatial symmetry is broken at large chemical potential and the resulting ground
state is a combination of a spin and charge density wave. An infinitesimal ap-
plied electric field across the stripes will cause the stripes to slide over the un-
derlying density of smeared impurities, a phenomenon which can be associated
with the Goldstone mode for the spontaneously broken translation symmetry.
We show that the presence of a spatially modulated background magnetization
current thwarts the expression of some DC conductivities in terms of horizon
data.
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1 Introduction
Many condensed matter systems exhibit ordered phases in which the microscopic
translation or lattice symmetry is spontaneously broken. Such states are particularly
interesting because they often feature highly unusual properties, especially transport
properties, which could potentially lead to novel practical applications.
Striped phases arise in a variety of contexts. As early as 1930, Peierls predicted
that quasi-one-dimensional metals could become unstable at low-temperature, lead-
ing to charge modulated phases [1]. Such charge density wave (CDW) states are
characterized by the condensation of an electron-hole bilinear. CDW states can have
strikingly nonlinear DC conductivity. Lattice charges or localized impurities tend to
pin the CDW in place, but above a threshold electric field, the CDW begins to slide,
carrying a collective, often highly non-uniform electric current. CDW phases have
been observed in many materials, although often the pinned effect of impurities is too
strong for collective transport.1
Spatially modulated phases also appear, for example, in extremely pure two-
dimensional electron liquids in weak magnetic fields where several Landau levels are
filled. For large non-integer filling fractions, electron-electron interactions drive the
system toward the creation of CDW states [3].
A spin density wave (SDW) is a one-dimensional, antiferromagnetic symmetry-
breaking ground state found in some metals, notably chromium [4], and also in cer-
tain organic linear-chain conductors. Like CDW states, a SDW features a coherent
electron-hole bilinear, but with opposite spins. A SDW can alternately be viewed as
two opposite-spin, out-of-phase CDWs. SDW phases exhibit both collective charge
and spin excitations.2
Typically, striped phases occur in weakly coupled systems amenable to a per-
turbative description in terms of particle-like excitations. In other cases, however,
striped phases have been observed in strongly coupled materials. For example, the
poorly understood pseudogap regime of underdoped cuprate superconductors features
a variety of striped states.3
Holographic systems with broken translation invariance, and striped phases in
particular, have been a focus of much attention in recent years. If momentum is con-
served as a result of translation invariance, currents have no way to disperse, resulting
in strictly infinite DC conductivity, which is clearly unphysical. A mechanism for dis-
sipation is needed to obtain realistic transport properties. One motivation for these
holographic studies is indeed to provide a mechanism for momentum dissipation.
The most common approach has been to break translation symmetry explicitly.
1For a review of CDW physics, see [2].
2For a review of SDW states, see [5].
3For a review of striped phases in cuprate superconductors, see [6, 7].
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Introducing a spatially modulated source, such as a periodic chemical potential, can be
interpreted as modeling an underlying lattice [8–17] or disorder [18,19], while a single
localized source represents a defect [20–22]. Linearly varying scalar fields cause the
weakest breaking, yielding a homogeneous stress tensor and allowing a more tractable
analysis [23–31]. When symmetry-breaking sources are included, holographic models
can produce Drude-like conductivities [32, 33]. However, when the inhomogeneities
are added by hand, much of the novel physics associated with CDWs and other striped
phases is absent.
Striped phases are interesting primarily because the spatial ordering is generated
spontaneously by competing interactions. In several holographic models [34–47], the
homogeneous solutions suffer from a modulated instability. In most cases, the in-
stability is essentially that of Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory with a constant electric
field [34].4 The resulting striped solutions have been found in some cases [35, 38, 39,
41, 43, 44, 50–61], but the novel transport properties of these states remains to be
thoroughly analyzed.
With that goal in mind, we will focus on the D3-D7’ probe-brane model [45,
46, 62–65], a well-studied example for which the spontaneously striped solution was
explicitly computed in [60]. Above a critical charge density, there is a second-order
phase transition from the gapless, homogeneous state to a spin and charge density
wave state with modulated persistent currents parallel to the stripes. A background
magnetic field stabilizes the homogeneous state, increasing the critical charge density.
In addition, at nonzero magnetic field the phase transition becomes first order.
The DC charge conductivity of the D3-D7’ model in the homogeneous phase was
computed in [62] using the Karch-O’Bannon method [66]. Even though momentum
is conserved, probe brane models have finite DC conductivity. The D3-branes act
like impurities smeared within the worldvolume of the D7-branes, and, because the
D7-branes are treated as probes in the D3-brane background, the N = 4 SYM sector
serves as an effective momentum sink for the charged matter sector.
In the gapless phase, corresponding holographically to a black hole embedding
of the D7-brane, the charge is distributed into two fluids: fractionalized charges at
the black hole horizon and cohesive charges smeared radially along the D7-brane.
The Hall conductivity is the sum of two contributions, one from each fluid. The
longitudinal conductivity, however, involves only the charges at the horizon and a
contribution from pair production. The horizon charges interact with the N = 4
SYM sector and are dissipative, while the induced charges are dissipationless.
In this paper, we study the AC/DC conductivities of the spatially modulated
striped phase possessing both CDW and SDW. We choose parameter values that do
not explicitly break parity nor time invariance of the gapless state. In particular,
we consider a special case of the background constructed in [60] with zero magnetic
4Different types of spontaneously modulated instabilities preserving both parity and time reversal
invariance were found in [48,49].
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field. Under these conditions the corresponding homogeneous state has been argued
to resemble graphene [67–69]. The possibility of obtaining CDW and SDW phases
within graphene-like systems under strong interactions was proposed in [70]. Our
results could therefore find application in such a context.
Our most striking result is that an applied electric field causes the stripes to move.
Without any localized impurities or underlying lattice explicitly breaking translation
invariance, the stripes are not pinned to any particular location. We find that the
stripes have a sliding zero mode, which is precisely the Goldstone mode for the spon-
taneously broken translation symmetry. The stripes are not pinned to the smeared
impurities represented by N = 4 SYM sector but slide with a velocity proportional
to the applied electric field.
The striped phase spontaneously breaks parity in a modulated way, and we find
the Hall conductivity in the striped phase reflects this breaking. An electric field
applied across the stripes generates a modulated Hall current in the parallel direction.
In particular, there is a pole in the DC Hall conductivity related to the persistent
modulated currents of the background striped solution. However, because the stripes
are parity symmetric on average, the Hall conductivity vanishes when averaged over
the modulated direction. On the other hand, an electric field applied parallel to the
stripes does not produce a Hall current across them at all.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the D3-D7’ model, includ-
ing the homogeneous and striped solutions. Then, in Sec. 3, we analytically compute
the DC conductivities for the stripe phase in terms of horizon data. We turn next in
Sec. 4 to a numerical computation of the AC conductivity. Sec. 5 contains a discus-
sion of the goal of finding a fully nonlinear sliding stripe solution, and we conclude
with a brief discussion of some open problems in Sec. 6. Details of the analysis of the
DC conductivities are given in App. A, and the numerical solutions of the fluctuation
equations and their approximate x↔ y symmetries are discussed in App. B.
2 Background
The D3-D7’ model consists of a probe D7-brane in a D3-brane background such that
the intersection is a (2+1)-dimensional defect which completely breaks supersymme-
try and whose low-energy excitations are purely fermionic.5 This system was origi-
nally designed as a holographic model of the quantum Hall effect because it features
a Minkowski embedding at nonzero charge density, yielding a gapped, quantum Hall
phase [62,63]. In this paper, we focus instead on the black hole embedding, which is
dual to a gapless, conducting quantum fluid [45,46,60,62,67,69].
5This is a member of a family of well studied #ND=6 brane intersection models [71–75].
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The ten-dimensional black D3-brane metric reads:
ds210 =
r2
L2AdS
(−h(r)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2)+ L2AdS
r2
(
dr2
h(r)
+ r2dΩ25
)
, (1)
where the thermal factor is h = 1 − ( rT
r
)4
, which is related to the temperature as
rT = piT . We write the metric on the internal sphere as an S
2 × S2 fibered over an
interval:
dΩ25 = dψ
2 + cos2 ψ
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
+ sin2 ψ
(
dα2 + sin2 α dβ2
)
(2)
with the following ranges for angles: ψ ∈ [0, pi/2]; θ, α ∈ [0, pi]; and φ, β ∈ [0, 2pi].
Recall also that the Ramond-Ramond four-form is C
(4)
txyz = −r4/L4AdS, and the curva-
ture radius is related to the ’t Hooft coupling as L2AdS =
√
4pigsNα
′ =
√
λα′. We will
work in units where LAdS = 1.
The probe D7-brane is embedded so that it spans the t, x, y Minkowski directions,
is extended in the holographic radial direction r, and wraps both of the two-spheres.
The background solutions are specified by the embedding functions z(t, x, y, r) and
ψ(t, x, y, r). We need the following internal components of the gauge field in order to
stabilize the embedding against slipping off the internal S5:
2piα′Fθφ =
f1
2
sin θ (3)
2piα′Fαβ =
f2
2
sinα . (4)
The quantized constants f1 and f2 are proportional to the number of dissolved D5-
brane flux on the internal two-spheres. For f1 and f2 within a particular range, the
tachyonic mode is lifted above the BF bound [62].
The D7-brane action consists of a Dirac-Born-Infeld term and a Chern-Simons
term:
S = −T7
∫
d8x e−Φ
√
−det(gµν + 2piα′Fµν)− (2piα
′)2T7
2
∫
P [C4] ∧ F ∧ F . (5)
This action enjoys discrete P and C symmetries, given as [69]
P : (t, x, y) 7→ (t,−x, y) , (at, ax, ay, ar) 7→ (at,−ax, ay, ar) ,
ψ 7→ pi
2
− ψ , (f1, f2) 7→ (f2, f1) ; (6)
C : (t, x, y) 7→ (t, x, y) , (at, ax, ay, ar) 7→ (−at,−ax,−ay,−ar) ,
ψ 7→ ψ , (f1, f2) 7→ (f1, f2) ; (7)
and with z remaining invariant under both transformations. Naturally, the action is
also symmetric under arbitrary rotations of the (x, y)-plane, which act on the vector
(ax, ay) as well.
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Here we will only consider the case f1 = f2 = 1/
√
2, for which a striped instability
was found in [45], and the end point of this instability was constructed numerically
in [60]. For generic embeddings the action is complicated, but for (possibly mod-
ulated) backgrounds depending only on x and r it can be written in a relatively
compact form:
S = −NT
∫
dxˆdu u−2
[√
G
√
u−4Aˆ+ Aˆx + Aˆxu − 1
2
u−2∂uzˆ
+2c(ψ)u2(∂uaˆt∂xˆaˆy − ∂xˆaˆt∂uaˆy)
]
, (8)
where
G =
1
4
(
1 + 8 cos4 ψ
) (
1 + 8 sin4 ψ
)
(9)
Aˆ = 1 + hu2∂uψ
2 + h∂uzˆ
2 − u4∂uaˆ2t + hu4∂uaˆ2y (10)
Aˆx = −1
h
∂xˆaˆ
2
t + ∂xˆaˆ
2
y + u
−4∂xˆzˆ2 + u−2∂xˆψ2 (11)
Aˆxu = −u4∂xˆaˆ2t∂uaˆ2y − ∂uzˆ2∂xˆaˆ2t − u2∂uψ2∂xˆaˆ2t − u4∂uaˆ2t
(
u−4∂xˆzˆ2 + u−2∂xˆψ2 + ∂xˆaˆ2y
)
+h∂uzˆ
2∂xˆaˆ
2
y + hu
2∂uψ
2∂xˆaˆ
2
y + hu
−2∂uψ2∂xˆzˆ2 + h∂uaˆ2y∂xˆz
2 + hu−2∂uzˆ2∂xˆψ2 +
hu2∂uaˆ
2
y∂xˆψ
2 − 2hu−2∂uzˆ∂uψ∂xˆzˆ∂xˆψ − 2h∂uaˆy∂xˆaˆy(∂uzˆ∂xˆzˆ + u2∂uψ∂xˆψ)
+2u2∂uaˆt∂xˆaˆt
(
u2∂uaˆy∂xˆaˆy + u
−2∂uzˆ∂xˆzˆ + ∂uψ∂xˆψ
)
, (12)
and
c(ψ) = ψ − 1
4
sin(4ψ)− pi
4
. (13)
The overall factor is NT = 4pi2r2TT8V1,1. We have introduced a new radial coordinate
u:
u =
rT
r
, (14)
which casts the location of the horizon to u = 1 and the AdS boundary to u = 0. We
have also stripped off the explicit dependence of rT factors by introducing a notation
with hats as follows:
xˆµ =
xµ
rT
, zˆ =
z
rT
, aˆµ =
aµ
rT
. (15)
This means that all of the parameters are written in units of the horizon radius rT .
However, to streamline the notation we will drop the hats from now on. Notice also
that as the gauge potential ax is decoupled, it was consistent to set it to zero. Further,
we chose the radial gauge au = 0.
This action (8) admits solutions which spontaneously break translation invariance
through the formation of stripes, such that the boundary conditions (sources) are
independent of x but subleading terms at the boundary and the full bulk solutions
depend on it. In general, such solutions depend on the values of the sources for the
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embedding and the gauge field: the (rescaled) chemical potential µ = at(x, u = 0), the
quark mass m = ∂uψ(x, 0), and the magnetic field b. For simplicity, here we will only
consider solutions with massless quarks and no background magnetic field: m = 0 = b.
These solutions are black hole embeddings, as the D7-brane probe reaches the horizon
and which corresponds to a gapless metallic state. The embedding coordinates and
D7-brane gauge fields are functions of the spacetime coordinate x as well as the radial
direction u: ψ = ψ(x, u), z = z(x, u), at = at(x, u), and ay = ay(x, u). This striped
solution was found and analyzed in [60]. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the
transport properties of this modulated background embedding.
All fields are nontrivially coupled with each other in the striped background solu-
tion and have nonzero modulation in the x-direction. Among the various worldvolume
fields, the amplitude of the modulation varies significantly. The leading modulation
appears in the embedding ψ and the gauge field ay, implying a modulated bilinear
condensate, electric current in y-direction, and magnetization. This leading effect
was therefore identified as the SDW in [60]. The temporal component of the gauge
field, and the charge density are also modulated, but the amplitude of modulation is
suppressed by approximately two orders of magnitude. This subleading modulation
was identified as the CDW.
The striped solutions conserve a subset of the underlying symmetries of the ac-
tion (5). Charge conjugation symmetry C is broken due to finite chemical potential,
but the solutions conserve parity symmetry P under reflection about a fixed axis (in
the x-direction) when the magnetic field equals zero. Moreover, the solutions are
symmetric in the rotation of the (x, y)-plane by 180 degrees, where the overall sign of
(ax, ay) is also flipped. As in [60], we have chosen the x-coordinate such that the ro-
tation symmetry is realized as rotation around the origin on the (x, y)-plane, whereas
the parity symmetry is realized as a reflection about the axis x = L/4 where L is
the periodicity of the solutions in the x-direction. Explicitly, the symmetries of the
background are therefore
(ψ, z, at, ay) 7→ (ψ, z, at,−ay) , x 7→ −x ; (16)
(ψ, z, at, ay) 7→ (pi/2− ψ, z, at, ay) , x 7→ L/2− x , (17)
and the latter of these symmetries (parity) would be broken at finite magnetic field.
The symmetries of the fluctuations about this background will be discussed in Sec. 4.
We will now discuss the slightly nontrivial division of charge into two components.
The physical charge density is defined as
D(x) = − δS
δ∂uat
∣∣∣∣
boundary
, (18)
and as usual, found to be proportional to the rescaled charge density6
d(x) = −∂uat|boundary , (19)
6Notice that our normalization for d(x) differs from that of [60] by a factor of
√
2.
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which we will simply call the charge density below. In order to study the components
of the charge, and for later use in the analysis of the conductivities, we need to derive
an expression for the averaged charge density in terms of the horizon data. We will
use the following notation for averaged quantities:
〈· · · 〉 = 1
L
∫ L
0
dx(· · · ) . (20)
First we note that the action depends on at only through its derivatives. As the
striped solutions only depend on u and x, the relevant derivatives are ∂uat and ∂xat.
Integrating the at equation of motion over the period of the stripes, we obtain
∂u
〈
δS
δ(∂uat(x, u))
〉
= 0 (21)
since the other term averages to zero. At the horizon, we expand the background
solution as
ψ(x, u) = ψ0(x) +O (1− u) , z(x, u) = z0(x) +O (1− u) , (22)
ay(x, u) = ay,0(x) +O (1− u) , at(x, u) = at,0(x)(u− 1) +O
(
(1− u)2) .
(23)
Evaluating the conserved quantity in (21) in the UV and in the IR gives the (total)
averaged charge density in terms of horizon data:
〈d〉 =
√
2〈c(ψ0)a′y,0〉 − 〈at,0σˆ
(
1 + a′y,0(x)
2 + ψ′0(x)
2 + z′0(x)
2
)〉 , (24)
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x and
σˆ(x) =
√(
1 + 8 sin4 ψ0(x)
)
(1 + 8 cos4 ψ0(x))
2
√
2 (1− at,0(x)2)
(
1 + a′y,0(x)2 + ψ
′
0(x)
2 + z′0(x)2
) . (25)
Notice that for homogeneous backgrounds, this expression reduces to the standard
formula for the DC conductivity [62, 76]. In Sec. 3 we will demonstrate that σˆ is
connected to the DC conductivities and discuss the analogy to classical circuits.
It is tempting to identify the first term on the right hand side of (24) as the
induced charge density and the second term as the ordinary charge density: The first
term arises due to the contribution of the Chern-Simons term in (21), as is expected
for induced charge. The second term is proportional to the derivative of at at the
horizon suggesting that it counts the charge cloaked by the horizon. We expect that
the division to the induced and ordinary charge will become more clear after turning
on a nonzero magnetic field. Notice that the first term is nonzero because of the SDW
component of the stripes, which corresponds to the modulation of ψ and ay. For the
homogeneous solution we have that both c(ψ0) = 0 = a
′
y,0.
Before we investigate the linear response to external, and small, electric field ap-
plied on the stripes, it is instructive to note the following property of the background.
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Recall that the striped solution is such that ∂uay(x, u → 0) ≡ Jy(x) 6= 0. This has
the interpretation of a local anomalous modulated Hall current, as it is non-vanishing
without any applied electric field. Alternatively, the current Jy(x) can also be called
the magnetization current. However, since 〈Jy(x)〉 = 0, and Jx = 0, there is no net
flow of charge carriers across the sample. Instead, we can easily posit the following
interpretation of the situation. There are circulating currents around each stripe, con-
nected at spatial y-infinities. We have sketched this in Fig. 1, where we have imposed
fake edges at y-boundaries. Notice that since there is a non-vanishing current in the
background without an external electric field, one should expect to find an infinite
local DC Hall conductivity |σyx(x)| → ∞ (but with 〈σyx(x)〉 = 0). This is indeed the
case, and we will discuss this in more detail in the following sections.
Figure 1: A sketch of the circulating currents present in the striped solution. To
mimic a realistic system, we have implemented fake edges in the y-direction such that
the currents circulate around each stripe.
3 DC conductivities
In this section we investigate the direct current electrical conductivities of the striped
solution introduced in the previous section. DC conductivities of holographic sys-
tems have been discussed extensively in the literature. For homogeneous solutions in
probe brane systems they can be computed in terms of background horizon data even
at finite electric fields [66]. Recently a generic formalism has been developed that
expresses the averaged thermoelectric DC conductivities for inhomogeneous back-
grounds in the context of Einstein-Maxwell theories (see [77–79]). We will discuss
below in detail our case: DC conductivities for probe branes in a background where
translation symmetry is spontaneously broken in one direction. DC conductivities
in a rather similar configuration, an interface which explicitly breaks translation in-
variance in one direction, had been recently discussed in [22]. However, when the
translation invariance is spontaneously broken, the Goldstone mode corresponding to
the “sliding” background also needs to be taken into account.
It is useful to sketch first what can be computed in our case and why. Expressing
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the DC conductivities in terms of horizon data requires that there is a conserved
“current” in the bulk which links the electric currents on the boundary to the values of
the background on the horizon. We have chosen coordinates such that the background
depends on x but not on y, and the same will hold for the relevant fluctuations also.
Because the Lagrangian depends on the gauge fields au and ax only through the
derivatives ∂xau and ∂uax, respectively, their equations immediately imply that
∂L
∂ (∂xau)
= − ∂L
∂ (∂uax)
(26)
is independent of x and u. This holds both for the background fields and their
fluctuations, and in the latter case gives the sought conserved quantity for the electric
current in the x-direction. This allows us to express the conductivities σxx and σxy in
terms of the horizon data independently for all values of x. We will show below that
this holds even when the possible movement of the background (or the Goldstone
mode) is taken into account.
The same arguments do not apply for the current in the y-direction. This is the
case because the Lagrangian depends on ay both through ∂xay and ∂uay, so that
the fluctuation equation for ay contains two terms and cannot be integrated. The
term arising from the derivative with respect to ∂xay can, however, be eliminated
by averaging the fluctuation equation over a period in the x-direction, implying that
an averaged conserved current in the bulk exists. Consequently, as we will show in
detail below, we can compute the averaged conductivities 〈σyy〉 and 〈σyx〉 in terms of
horizon data.
3.1 Electric field perpendicular to stripes
We first study the current in the x-direction with an electric field turned on only in
this direction, so that we can analyze σxx. We will discuss the other components of
the DC conductivity matrix in Sec. 3.2. Turning on the electric field perpendicular
to the stripes, we expect that the stripes begin to slide, and therefore the Goldstone
modes contributes to σxx.
In order to compute σxx, we study time-dependent fluctuations around the striped
solution having the form δf(t, x, u) where f = ψ, z, at, ay, ax. We have fixed the
gauge such that the fluctuation of au vanishes. Because the translation invariance is
spontaneously broken in the striped phase, there is indeed a Goldstone mode which is
given by the x-derivative of the background solution: the (time-independent) Ansatz
δf(t, x, u) = κ∂xf(x, u). The Goldstone mode has this form because for any back-
ground solution f(x, u) with x-independent sources, f(x+ κ, u) is a solution as well.
The variation, which is obtained by expanding at small κ and nonvanishing for inho-
mogeneous solutions, is identified as the Goldstone mode, and it automatically solves
the fluctuation equations.
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As we have argued above, description of the DC conductivities requires taking
into account sliding of the background stripes. As it turns out, the slides move
at some (small) velocity vs which is of the same order as the applied electric field.
This corresponds roughly to a background solution of the form f(x− vst, u), so that
expanding and small vs leads to δf(t, x, u) = −vst∂xf(x, u). These functions no
longer satisfy the equations of motion exactly, but motivate us to write down a more
general Ansatz:
δax(t, x, u) = −(Ex − p′(x))t+ δax(x, u) (27)
δat(t, x, u) = p(x) + δat(x, u)− vst ∂xat(x, u) , (28)
and δf(t, x, u) = δf(x, u) − vst ∂xf(x, u) for the other fluctuations.7 Since the time
dependence multiplies a trivial solution of the fluctuation equations, the terms linear
in time cancel in the fluctuation equations, and we are left with a set of consistent,
time independent equations. Numerical comparison to the optical conductivity at
small frequencies in Sec. 4 will verify that the above Ansatz is correct. The auxiliary
function p(x) will also cancel thanks to gauge covariance although it will affect the
boundary conditions. To pin down the separation of δat(t, x, u) into p(x) and δat(x, u),
we require that p(x) be periodic with mean zero. For more discussion on this and the
associated gauge choice, see App. A.1.
For the boundary conditions, we require that all (gauge invariant) source terms
vanish in the UV (expect for Ex which was written explicitly above). That is,
∂uδψ(x, 0) = 0 = δψ(x, 0) and δf(x, 0) = 0 for the other functions. In the IR,
we assume the usual ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon. In the case of DC
conductivity, this means that the fluctuations are regular after switching from t to
the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein (tortoise) coordinate v = t + 1/4 log(1 − u) + · · ·
so that all components of the metric are nonsingular. Because the background is
regular at the horizon and the leading source terms are removed by the x-derivative,
the boundary conditions for the fluctuations are independent of vs. The fluctuation
equations themselves are, however, modified: vs acts effectively as an extra source
in these equations. Regularity or boundary conditions will not set the value of vs,
so it remains unfixed in the DC analysis. It turns out that we can fix the value of
the speed vs by considering the DC limit of the optical conductivities as discussed in
Sec. 4.
The calculation of the DC conductivity in terms of horizon quantities follows the
standard recipe, see, e.g., [80]. As pointed out above, the idea is to identify a conserved
bulk current which can be used to write several expressions in terms of horizon data.
We begin by studying the fluctuation equation for δax and the constraint (equation
for δau), which give us the equations
∂u(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG2) = vsK1 , ∂x(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG2) = vsK2 , (29)
7We could also include a term of the form κ∂xf(x, u) in the Ansatz, but the constant κ can be
canceled by shifts of the coordinate system, so it is irrelevant for the physics.
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where the functions Gi, and Ki are complicated functions which depend only on the
background. Consistency of these equations requires ∂xK1 = ∂uK2. Actually one can
verify that K1 = ∂uK and K2 = ∂xK for a known function K (see Appendix A.2).
Consequently, (29) can be written in a form
∂u(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2) = 0 = ∂x(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2) (30)
where G˜2 = G2 − K. From here we immediately deduce that the combination
G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2 is constant, i.e., the conserved bulk quantity that we sought
for. The boundary value at the UV is given by
1√
2
lim
u→0
(
G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2
)
= jx(x)− vsd(x) , (31)
where d(x) = −∂uat(x, 0). Therefore, the modulation of the current is given by the
movement of the charge density in the stripes.
We now proceed by computing the conserved current in the IR. For this we need
to expand the background solution in a power series close to the horizon. Near the
horizon we expect that
δax(x, u) = δax,0(x) log(1− u) +O
(
(1− u)0) . (32)
Further expanding the background solution as
ψ(x, u) = ψ0(x) +O (1− u) , z(x, u) = z0(x) +O (1− u) , (33)
ay(x, u) = ay,0(x) +O (1− u) , at(x, u) = at,0(x)(u− 1) +O
(
(1− u)2) (34)
and inserting in the expression for G1 and G˜2 we find that
1√
2
lim
u→1
(
G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2
)
= − (4δax,0(x)− vsat,0(x)) σˆ(x) , (35)
where σˆ(x) is given in (25). The horizon expansion in terms of the ingoing Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinate
δax(t, x, u) = −(Ex − p′(x)) v +
[
1
4
Ex − 1
4
p′(x) + δax,0(x)
]
log(1− u) +O ((1− u)0)
(36)
is regular if
δax,0(x) = −1
4
(Ex − p′(x)) . (37)
Combining (31), (35), and (37) gives finally the expression for the longitudinal current
jx(x)− vsd(x) = jc = (Ex − p′(x) + vsat,0(x)) σˆ(x) , (38)
where jc is a constant. The remaining task is to eliminate the auxiliary function p(x).
This can be done by taking a spatial average (20) of the latter part of (38), after first
dividing by σˆ, to obtain
jc〈σˆ−1〉 = Ex + vs〈at,0〉 . (39)
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We are now equipped to spell out the final result for the longitudinal DC conductivity;
after collecting all the results,
σxx(x) =
jx(x)
Ex
=
vs
Ex
d(x) +
jc
Ex
=
vs
Ex
d(x) + 〈σˆ−1〉−1
(
1 +
vs
Ex
〈at,0〉
)
. (40)
The modulation of the local chemical potential obeys
p′(x) = Ex + vsat,0(x)− jc
σˆ(x)
= Ex
(
1− 〈σˆ
−1〉−1
σˆ(x)
)
+ vs
(
at,0(x)− 〈at,0〉〈σˆ
−1〉−1
σˆ(x)
)
.
(41)
We can gain additional insight by rearranging the terms in (40). Namely, by using
the identity (24), the conductivity becomes
σxx(x) = 〈σˆ−1〉−1 + vs
Ex
(d(x)− 〈d〉) +
√
2vs
Ex
〈c(ψ0)a′y,0〉 (42)
− vs
Ex
〈
at,0σˆ
(
a′y,0(x)
2 + ψ′0(x)
2 + z′0(x)
2
)〉
+
vs
Ex
(〈at,0〉〈σˆ−1〉−1 − 〈at,0σˆ〉) .
Let us interpret the result just obtained. We notice that the right-hand-side of (42)
is a sum of distinct terms and suggests that there are several different mechanisms
that contribute to the total conductivity. First of all, the first term on the RHS is the
familiar contribution that one would get from classical circuit of resistors in a series:
Think momentarily the stripes as a static configuration with given x contributing
differently and additively to the total resistance. Second, the only x-dependent term
in (42) is the second one on the first row: ∝ d(x) − 〈d〉. This is nothing but the
modulation of the total charge density of the system and can be viewed as the CDW.
The next two terms have, as their most dominant pieces, either the spatial derivative
of the scalar ψ or the transverse gauge field ay, evaluated at the horizon. This
is directly related to the SDW of the system. It is thus no surprise that as the
background in mostly in the SDW phase and not so much in CDW, this fact is
also signaled in the conductivities. Finally, the last term on the RHS of (42) is
a small residual of the spatial averaging over the stripes. One can check that the
numerical value of this difference is minuscule and vanishes in the limit of µ → µc
where the stripe solution continuously approaches the homogeneous solution; for the
homogeneous solution this term is identically zero.
As a final step, we can perform the spatial averaging of (42). This simply removes
the term proportional to the modulation of the charge density:
〈σxx〉 = 〈σˆ−1〉−1 +
√
2vs
Ex
〈c(ψ0)a′y,0〉 (43)
− vs
Ex
〈
at,0σˆ
(
a′y,0(x)
2 + ψ′0(x)
2 + z′0(x)
2
)〉
+
vs
Ex
(〈at,0〉〈σˆ−1〉−1 − 〈at,0σˆ〉) .
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3.2 Adding electric field and current parallel to stripes
Thus far, we have only discussed the longitudinal conductivity σxx from turning on
an electric field perpendicular to the stripes. We also wish to understand the response
in the other direction and investigate the associated Hall conductivity σyx. In order
to compute the transverse current and remaining components of the DC conductivity
we need to generalize the previous analysis. It turns out that with little effort we
can also allow a constant electric field (and current) in the y-direction and a slightly
modified analysis can be carried out.
When the electric field is parallel to the stripes, we expect that the stripes stay
still, since there is no preferred direction for their motion. But as we want to analyze
σyx also, we consider the possibility of nonzero vs. That is, we write the Ansatz
8
δay(t, x, u) = −Eyt+ δay(x, u)− vst∂xay(x, u) (44)
and keep other fields as above in (27)-(28), so that Ex is included as well. Then the
fluctuation of the current is given by
jy(x) = ∂uδay(t, x, u = 0) = ∂uδay(x, u = 0)− vstJ ′y(x) ≡ j¯y(x)− vstJ ′y(x) . (45)
The second term, which is linear in t, is the contribution to the current fluctuation
due to the background current Jy(x) moving together with the stripes. Notice that
the total current is Jy(x) + jy(x), where the terms involving the background current
can be rearranged to Jy(x)− vstJ ′y(x) ' Jy(x− vst).
The fluctuation of the current is ambiguous: we could have, for example, chosen
the origin of time differently, effectively replacing t 7→ (t− t0) in (45). This ambigu-
ity corresponds to an O (vs) shift in the x-direction of the background solution with
respect to which the fluctuation is defined or equivalently adding a term proportional
to the zero mode (the x-derivative of the background) to the fluctuations. For the av-
eraged conductivities we discuss here, the divergence and the ambiguity are, however,
absent because the terms involving the background current average to zero; 〈J ′y〉 = 0.
The divergence and the ambiguity can be resolved in the AC case, as we will discuss
in Sec. 4.
The conserved current in (35) is modified to
G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2 7→ G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2 + EyG3 , (46)
where G3 depends only on the background. In particular, it contains a term ∼
2c(ψ(x, u)) arising from the Chern-Simons action. Using this current, we find that
1√
2
lim
u→1
(
G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2 + EyG3
)
=
√
2Eyc(ψ0(x))
− (4δax,0(x) + Eyat,0(x)a′y,0(x)− vsat,0(x)) σˆ(x) , (47)
8Actually it turns out that terms depending on vs will cancel due to parity when the electric field
is in the y-direction. Therefore the DC conductivities are independent of vs, but one can check that
indeed vs = 0 by using the numerical solutions of Sec. 4.
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where the horizon values of the background and the fluctuations were defined in (25)
and (32)–(34). Eq. (38) generalizes to
jx(x)−vsd(x) = jc =
√
2Eyc(ψ0(x))+
(
Ex − p′(x) + vsat,0(x)− Eyat,0(x)a′y,0(x)
)
σˆ(x)
(48)
The parity symmetry (17) of the background solutions, which have zero background
magnetic field, implies that
〈c(ψ0)σˆ−1〉 = 0 = 〈at,0a′y,0〉 . (49)
Consequently the condition (39) is unchanged, and the current is therefore indepen-
dent of Ey. That is,
σxy(x) = 0 . (50)
The generic expression for p′(x) becomes
p′(x) = Ex
(
1− 〈σˆ
−1〉−1
σˆ(x)
)
+ vs
(
at,0(x)− 〈at,0〉〈σˆ
−1〉−1
σˆ(x)
)
+
(√
2c(ψ0(x))
σˆ(x)
− at,0(x)a′y,0(x)
)
Ey . (51)
There is no conserved current corresponding to ay, but because the action depends
on δay only through its derivatives,〈
δS
δ(∂uδay(t, x, y))
〉
(52)
is independent of u. The UV limit is given by
lim
u→0
δS
δ(∂uδay(t, x, y))
=
√
2j¯y(x) . (53)
In order to compute the IR limit, we need the IR expansions for all fluctuations
(expect for δax). We write
9
δat(x, u) = −p(x) +O (1− u) (54)
and
δf(x, u) = δf0(x) log(1− u) +O
(
(1− u)0) (55)
for the other fields. Then the IR limit becomes
lim
u→1
δS
δ(∂uδay(t, x, y))
= −2c(ψ0(x)) (Ex − p′(x)) (56)
+
√
2σˆ(x)
[− 4(1 + z′0(x)2 + ψ′0(x)2)δay,0(x) + (Ex − p′(x))at,0(x)a′y,0(x)
+4ay,0(x)z0(x)δz0(x) + 4ay,0(x)ψ0(x)δψ0(x)
]
.
9Notice that the term −p(x) here cancels a similar term in (28) so that the full fluctuation
δat(t, x, u) vanishes at the horizon, which is expected because the background field at also vanishes.
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The regularity conditions at the horizon, which generalize (37), arise from the terms
proportional to t in our Ansatz,
δay,0(x) = −Ey
4
− vs
4
a′y,0(x) , δψ0(x) = −
vs
4
ψ′0(x) , δz0(x) = −
vs
4
z′0(x) . (57)
Inserting these and p′(x) from (51) in (56), taking the average over x, and equating
with the UV limit (53) we find
〈jy〉 = 〈j¯y〉 =
〈
σˆ(1 + z′20 + ψ
′2
0 ) +
1
σˆ
(√
2c(ψ0)− σˆat,0a′y,0
)2〉
Ey . (58)
Thanks to parity symmetry, the terms proportional to Ex and vs vanish when taking
the average. The final results for the averaged conductivities therefore become
〈σyy〉 =
〈
σˆ(1 + z′20 + ψ
′2
0 ) +
1
σˆ
(√
2c(ψ0)− σˆat,0a′y,0
)2〉
(59)
〈σyx〉 = 0 . (60)
The first term in the expression for 〈σyy〉, i.e, σˆ, can be interpreted as the result
for classical circuits in the same way as the first term for σxx in (42), except that
the classical resistors are now in parallel rather than in series. This expression is,
however, enhanced by additional derivative terms ∝ z′20 + ψ′20 due to the stripes. It
turns out the last term in (59) is typically the dominant term. As it includes c(ψ0)
and a′y,0, it is mostly induced by the SDW component of the background. We will
see in the numerical analysis of Sec. 4 that the values of 〈σyy〉 and 〈σxx〉 are almost
equal independently of the value of µ (see Fig. 5). We speculate that this is due to
the dominance of the SDW (see App. B.)
3.3 Summary
We found:
• The longitudinal conductivity σxx(x) could be written in terms of horizon data,
and it naturally splits in to contributions from different sources (42).
• There is no conserved (local, x-dependent) quantity associated with the current
in the y-direction.
– Only the averaged conductivity 〈σyy〉 could be written in terms of horizon
data (59).
– The averaged Hall conductivity 〈σyx〉 was found to vanish (60). Locally
σyx(x) diverges, a phenomenon which will be addressed in Sec. 4.
• As a direct result of parity symmetry, σxy(x) = 0.
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We now turn to studying optical, or alternating, currents numerically and show
that their zero-frequency limit precisely match the (semi-)analytic results that we
obtained in this section.
4 Optical conductivities
4.1 Setup and symmetries
In order to compute the optical conductivities, we carry out the analysis of fluctua-
tions for the action (5) on top of the modulated backgrounds constructed in [60]. To
do so, we separate the fields ψ, z, at, ay, and ax into the background and fluctuation
components:
f = f¯(x, u) + δfˆ(t, x, u) (61)
for each field f (with the understanding that a¯x(x, u) vanishes everywhere). For the
fluctuations, we further write the Ansatz
δfˆ(t, x, u) = e−iωtδfˆ(x, u) = e−iωt(1− u)−iω/4δf(x, u) , (62)
where the nonanalytic term at the horizon u = 1 has been separated in the last
expression, so that the infalling modes δf(x, u) are regular on the horizon. We have
chosen the gauge δau = 0. The analysis is similar to that of [22] where optical
conductivities were analyzed in the presence of a lower dimensional interface.
We restrict ourselves to the backgrounds with vanishing magnetic field and quark
mass here. In order to turn on (infinitesimal) electric fields in the x and y directions,
we choose the following boundary conditions:
iωδax(x, 0) + ∂xδat(x, 0) = iω ex (63)
δay(x, 0) = ey . (64)
As usual, an extra factor of ω was included in the amplitudes of the electric fields
so that the physical electric fields are ∝ iω ex,ye−iωt. The fluctuation equations also
impose charge conservation on the boundary, which we choose to implement as an
explicit boundary condition:
∂t∂uδaˆt(t, x, 0) = ∂x∂uδaˆx(t, x, 0) . (65)
No other sources are turned on, so that
∂uδψ(x, 0) = 0 = δz(x, 0) . (66)
In addition, we require infalling conditions, i.e., that δf are regular at the horizon,
and that δat(x, 1) = 0.
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As discussed above, the striped background solutions realize two discrete symme-
tries of the action, rotation by pi (16) and parity (17). These symmetries also show up
in the fluctuation analysis. There is, however, an important difference with respect to
the symmetry of the background. For example, δay cannot be odd and δat cannot be
even as one would expect for rotations by pi because that would violate the boundary
conditions (64) and (63), respectively. This suggests that this symmetry is broken.
The symmetry is, however, preserved because the Lagrangian for the fluctuations is
by definition quadratic, which allows us to insert an extra sign in the transformation
of each field. After this, δay and δax are even while the other fluctuations are odd
under the reflection x 7→ −x, corresponding to the rotation by pi, which is consistent
with the boundary conditions. As for the parity symmetry, the transformations of the
fields are either the same or with opposite signs with respect to the transformations
of the background, depending on whether we have turned on ex or ey, because only
ex breaks parity (and with the understanding that the vanishing background field a¯x
is odd). All these symmetries are summarized in Table 1.
symmetry ψ z at ay ax
b.g. pi-rotation + + + − n/a
b.g. P − + + + n/a
fluct. pi-rotation − − − + +
fluct. P (ex) + − − − +
fluct. P (ey) − + + + −
Table 1: Summary of the discrete symmetries (rotation by 180 degrees and parity)
of the striped background (b.g.) and its fluctuations (fluct.) for b = 0 = m. Notice
that it is actually the background field ψ− pi/4 which is odd under parity symmetry,
not ψ itself. The behavior of the fluctuations under parity depends on the direction
of the electric field as noted in the table.
We have implemented the first of the discrete symmetries, which is independent of
the direction of the electric field, in the numerical solutions of the fluctuations. Just
as for the background, implementing this symmetry of the fluctuations allows us to
reduce the domain of the solutions from x = 0 . . . L, where L is the periodicity of the
whole solution, to x = 0 . . . L/2. For a background depending on x but not on y, the
rotation by 180 degrees effectively becomes a reflection, the axis of which was chosen
to be at x = 0 (then the axis of reflection for the parity symmetry is at x = L/4).
We discretize the fluctuation equations on a suitably chosen grid. The points are
taken to be evenly spaced grid in the x-direction and from a Gauss-Lobatto grid in the
u-direction. The equations are then solved by using a pseudospectral approximation
for the derivatives which also takes into account the symmetry of the functions (as
was done for the background in [60]). We used about 40 grid points in each direction
for the numerical results in this article. From the solution, we then extract the
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conductivities as(
jx(ω, x)
jy(ω, x)
)
=
(
∂uδaˆx(x, u = 0)
∂uδaˆy(x, u = 0)
)
=
(
σxx(ω, x) σxy(ω, x)
σyx(ω, x) σyy(ω, x)
)(
iω ex
iω ey
)
. (67)
The current jy (jx) is odd under parity (see Table 1) if ex (ey) is turned on. There-
fore, the nondiagonal components of the optical conductivity vanish when averaged
over x. The same will no longer be true after turning on a magnetic field, because it
destroys the parity symmetry.
4.2 Limit of small frequency
It is instructive to compare the expressions (27) and (28) of the DC computation
to the ω-dependent fluctuations in the limit ω → 0. We first sketch some generic
features of this limit. To obtain the DC conductivity, we need to turn on a constant
infinitesimal electric field by turning on a fluctuation of the gauge field δA = −Et+· · ·
on the boundary. For the optical conductivity, we solve exactly the same fluctuation
equations with a different boundary condition, δA = Eˆe−iωt/(iω), which gives an
oscillating electric field Eˆe−iωt. The electric fields of the DC and AC solutions trivially
match if E = Eˆ in the limit ω → 0, but the limit for ω-dependent gauge field is
singular. In order to resolve the singularity, we need to subtract a constant from the
gauge field and consider instead
δAˆ =
Eˆe−iωt
iω
− Eˆ
iω
−−→
ω→0
−Eˆt . (68)
Notice that adding the extra term is acceptable for any value of ω because it is
independent of t and can be therefore gauged away. Choosing Eˆ = E, the limit
agrees with the boundary condition for the DC fluctuations, so the solutions agree as
well.10
Our case is somewhat more complicated than the sketch above because we have
a Goldstone mode due to the movement of the stripes and the modulation of the
chemical potential in the x-direction. In particular, our DC result contained an extra
parameter (the velocity of the stripes vs) due to the Goldstone mode, which was not
fixed by the boundary conditions, whereas no such parameter exists at finite ω.
Motivated by the above discussion, we require that the terms with linear time
dependence in the ω expansions of the AC fluctuations match with the DC fluctuations
10The convergence of both the boundary conditions and the solutions is only pointwise, not uniform
in t, but this is sufficient for the comparison.
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in (27), (28), and (44). This leads to
δaˆx(t, x, u) =
Ex − p′(x) +O (ω)
iω
e−iωt =
Ex − p′(x)
iω
− (Ex − p′(x)) t+O
(
ω0
)
(69)
δaˆy(t, x, u) =
Ey + vs∂xa¯y(x, u) +O (ω)
iω
e−iωt
=
Ey + vs∂xa¯y(x, u)
iω
− (Ey + vs∂xa¯y(x, u)) t+O
(
ω0
)
(70)
δfˆ(t, x, u) =
vs∂xf¯(x, u) +O (ω)
iω
e−iωt =
vs∂xf¯(x, u)
iω
− vst ∂xf¯(x, u) +O
(
ω0
)
,
(71)
for the AC fluctuations, where f = at, ψ, z and we only included the time dependent
pieces of the O (ω0) terms.
We now argue that (69)–(71) are correct. Notice that the divergent terms ∝
1/ω in the above expansions satisfy the fluctuation equations, and can therefore be
subtracted as in (68). These terms include the Goldstone mode (given as the x-
derivative of the background) and terms of the gauge fields that are independent of t
and u, which could be gauged away. After the subtraction, the AC fluctuations have
a regular ω → 0 limit. The only nontrivial boundary conditions both for the DC and
AC fluctuations are those of the gauge fields ax and ay. Therefore, comparing (69)
and (70) to the AC conditions (63) and (64), we conclude11 that if Ex = iω ex and
Ey = iω ey, the boundary conditions and therefore the solutions (with the divergent
terms subtracted on the AC side) will match for some value of the speed of the stripes
vs. We will use the divergent term in (71) to extract this value numerically from the
AC fluctuations at small ω.
Noticeably, as seen from (70), if vs 6= 0 the current parallel to the stripes will
contain a divergent piece as ω → 0, which arises from the derivative of the background.
That is,
jy(t, x) ≡ ∂uδaˆy(t, x, 0) = vs∂x∂ua¯y(x, 0)
iω
+O (ω0) = vsJ ′y(x)
iω
+O (ω0) , (72)
where J(y) is the modulated current in the background. This reflects similar diver-
gence of the current as t → ∞ in the DC analysis, seen in (45). Since vs ∝ ex, this
will result in a modulated divergence of Imσyx(x) as ω → 0 which will disappear after
taking the average over x, and which we will study numerically below.
4.3 Numerical results: fixed µ
In order to understand the results, it is useful to recall the phase diagram of the
model as a function of the (rescaled) chemical potential µ at zero magnetic field and
11Notice that a¯y(x, 0) = 0 and that the x-derivatives vanish when averaged over x.
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Figure 2: Optical conductivities for µ = 4, averaged over x. The solid (dashed) thick
curves show the optical conductivity σxx (σyy) averaged over x as a function of ω.
Real parts are shown in blue and imaginary parts in red. The thin lines are the
optical conductivities for the (subdominant) homogeneous background.
quark mass. There are two phases, a homogeneous phase at small µ, and a striped
phase at large µ, separated by a second-order phase transition at µ = µc ' 2.66.
We start by picking a value µ = 4 deep in the striped phase. The optical conduc-
tivities, averaged over the period of x, are shown in Fig. 2. All conductivities show a
clear Drude peak at ω = 0 and approach one as ω →∞, as expected for conductivi-
ties with the standard normalization. The conductivities perpendicular to the stripes
(σxx, solid lines) and parallel to the stripes (σyy, dashed lines) are numerically very
close. We argue in App. B that this may be due to the dominance of the SDW in
the striped background. The conductivities in the striped phase are enhanced with
respect to those of the (subdominant) homogeneous phase, shown as thin lines.
In Fig. 3 we fit the data for (the real parts of) the optical conductivities using the
Drude formula, i.e.,
σ(ω) =
σ0
1− iωτ (73)
and compare the result to DC conductivities from Sec. 3. The blue dots are our data,
and the curves are fits of (73) to ten data points for 〈Reσ〉 with lowest ω. The speed
of the stripe vs, needed to compute the DC conductivity perpendicular to the stripes,
was obtained by comparing the fluctuation δψ to ∂xψ¯ and using the formula (71).
The results for the DC conductivities are shown as the red dots at ω = 0. Explicitly,
the fit results for the optical conductivity and the DC conductivity are, perpendicular
to the stripes
σ0,x ' 8.8901 , σDCxx ' 8.8900 , (74)
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Figure 3: Fit of the optical conductivities using the Drude form, and comparison of
the ω → 0 limit of the optical conductivities to the DC conductivities. The blue dots
at finite ω are our data for the real parts of the optical conductivities and the solid
and dashed curves are given by two parameter fits using the Drude form for σxx and
σyy, respectively. The red dots at ω = 0 are the DC conductivities computed using
the formulae of Sec. 3.
and parallel to the stripes
σ0,y ' 9.2348 , σDCyy ' 9.2266 , (75)
showing good agreement.
We have also checked that the sum rule [81]
lim
Λ→∞
2
∫ Λ
0
dω [Re 〈σ(ω)〉 − Re 〈σ(Λ)〉] = 0 (76)
is satisfied, within the precision of our numerical solutions, for the averaged conduc-
tivity of the (subdominant) homogeneous background as well as to rough degree for
the conductivities 〈σxx〉 and 〈σyy〉 of the striped background.
We have also studied numerically the divergence of the nondiagonal optical con-
ductivity σyx as ω → 0. As shown above in (72), the divergence appears in the
imaginary part of the conductivity. As it turns out, the ω dependence of σyx is
well described by a Drude peak plus a delta function pointwise in x (recall that the
x-average vanishes, 〈σyx〉 = 0, for all values of ω). Explicitly, we find that
σyx(x, ω) ' σ0(x)
1− iω τ(x) −
iK(x)
ω
=
σ0(x)
1 + ω2τ(x)2
+ i
[
ω τ(x)σ0(x)
1 + ω2τ(x)2
− K(x)
ω
]
(77)
at small, finite ω. Comparing to (72) we see that K(x) = vsJ
′
y(x). It would be
interesting to understand the appearance of a delta function in the hydrodynamic
language of [82].
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Figure 4: Dependence of the (non-averaged) σyx on ω at x = 0. Dots are numerical
data and the curves are given by a fit to the formula (77). Left: linear scale. Right:
log-log scale.
In Fig. 4 we show σyx as a function of ω at fixed x = 0, where the conductivity
takes its extremal value, compared to a fit using the formula (77). At x = 0, a least
squares fit to 10 data points with lowest ω gives
σ0 ' 31.089 , τ ' 4.8240 , K ' 6.6182 . (78)
The fit is very good up to ω ' 1.12 Interestingly, the rough cancellation of the two
terms in the imaginary part of (77), mimics an intermediate scaling law Imσyx ∼ ω−2.5
for 0.2 . ω . 1, as seen from the red dashed curve in Fig. 4 (right).
As a function of x we find that τ is constant, up to possibly a modulation sup-
pressed by the factor ∼ 10−4, which cannot be reliably extracted due to limited
numerical precision. The same holds for the ratio K/σ0. This leaves us with the
x-dependence of the overall constant, which is roughly proportional to cos(2pix/L).
4.4 Numerical results: µ-dependence
We now proceed to study the dependence of the optical conductivities on the (rescaled)
chemical potential µ and, in particular, the approach to the critical point µ = µc '
2.66. The ω-dependence of the conductivities is qualitatively similar to Fig. 2 for all
values of µ we have studied. Therefore, we concentrate on the µ-dependence of the
parameters characterizing the Drude peak.
First we show in Fig. 5 (left) the dependence of the DC conductivities on µ. The
conductivities in the striped phase (thick curves) are enhanced with respect to the
subdominant homogeneous vacuum for all µ > µc. As the critical point is approached,
all the conductivities tend to the same value, as expected because the transition is
12Computing K from the formula K = vsJ
′
y(0), with vs extracted from the divergence of the
modulation of ψ as ω → 0, we find that K ' 6.625.
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Figure 5: The dependence of the DC conductivities (left) and the velocity of the
stripes vs (right) on the chemical potential. The thick solid, thick dashed, and thin
solid curves are the DC conductivities perpendicular to the stripe, parallel to the
stripe, and in the homogeneous solution which is subdominant for µ > µc, respectively.
The vertical dashed red line shows the critical point µ = µc in both plots.
second order and the amplitude of the stripes tends to zero. We observe numerically
that the differences vanish linearly as the critical point is approached from above.
The same was observed for the amplitude of the CDW in [60], whereas the amplitude
of the SDW vanishes as
√
µ− µc.
Apart from the Drude peak, the only structure in the longitudinal components of
the optical conductivities is seen at large ω, where the real parts of the conductivities
approach one (see Fig. 2). We have observed that the value of ω, at which the
conductivities no longer differ significantly from the asymptotic value, is roughly
controlled by the chemical potential, ω ∼ µ.
In Fig. 5 (right) we show the dependence of the velocity of the stripes vs on the
chemical potential µ, which turns out to be very weak. Notice that the origin of the
plot is not at vs = 0.
Finally we discuss the dependence of the mean free time τ of the Drude peaks
on the chemical potentials, which is shown in Fig. 6 (left) for the striped and ho-
mogeneous configurations. We obtained τ as (the inverse of) the half-width of the
Drude peak (rather than fitting the formula (73) to data). The striped vacua have
longer mean free times than the homogeneous vacua, which is natural as they also
had higher conductivities. The dependence of τ on µ is very close to linear for each
configuration. In particular, in the homogeneous case we find that τ ' µ: the thin
blue line in the plot shows where τ = µ exactly. This approximation works even
better at higher µ where the Drude peak becomes narrower (not shown). The thick
solid and dashed blue lines show linear fits to the data for Reσxx and Reσyy in the
striped phase, respectively. The fitted functions are given by
τx = 1.4917µ− 1.2907 , τy = 1.6256µ− 1.6396 . (79)
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Figure 6: The mean free time in the striped and homogeneous vacua. Left: τ as a
function of µ. The blue dots are our data and the solid and dashed thick lines are
linear fits to τ(ω) for the conductivity perpendicular to the stripes and parallel to the
stripes, respectively. For the homogeneous vacuum we compare the mean free time
τhom to the curve τ = µ, shown as the thin line (i.e., this line is not a fit). Right:
the difference of the scattering frequencies 1/τ between the homogeneous and striped
solutions.
In Fig. 6 (right) we show the difference of the scattering frequencies between the
homogeneous and striped solutions at fixed chemical potential. The plot suggests that
the differences vanish nonlinearly as µ→ µc from above, and the data are consistent
with the behavior ∼ √µ− µc, in agreement with the behavior of the amplitude of
the SDW in the background.
5 Discussion: Moving background stripes
An interesting question is whether a fully nonlinear solution describing moving stripes
at finite velocity vs (not only infinitesimal) can be constructed. Our analysis of the
DC conductivities in Sec. 3 suggest that such a solution should be sourced by a finite
electric field in the x-direction. We restrict ourselves to the case of DC conductivity
here and only discuss generic features of the solution. The numerical construction of
the solution is left for future work.
In order to turn on a finite electric field, we write an Ansatz ax = −Ext+ a¯x(x−
vst, r) for the gauge field in x-direction, where Ex is constant. For the other fields
(f = ψ, z, at, and ay) we simply write Ansa¨tze of the form f(x − vst, r). Because
only derivatives of ax appear in the Lagrangian, it is immediate that explicit time
dependence disappears from the equations of motion after switching to the comoving
coordinate s = x−vst. We can then look for striped solutions of the system with some
periodicity L in s. A finite electric field breaks both parity and rotation symmetries,
so that the solution is not expected to display any additional discrete symmetries.
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Notice that in addition to the electric field, there are two parameters whose the
values need to be somehow determined: the periodicity of the stripe L and the velocity
vs. One might expect that these values are found by minimizing some free energy
of the system. We note, however, that the configuration is a nonequilibrium steady
state, for which the definition of free energy is nontrivial. The finite electric field Ex
pumps energy into the system, resulting in a moving inhomogeneous pseudohorizon
deep in the bulk.
6 Conclusions and open problems
In recent years, several works have used gauge/gravity duality to investigate inhomo-
geneous phases of finite density condensed matter systems. Phases with spontaneous
striped order have particularly been in the spotlight. In view of this, it is rather sur-
prising that the electrical conductivities have scarcely been studied. In this paper, we
gave a detailed account of both the DC and AC conductivities in a top-down string
theory model of dense (2 + 1)-dimensional fermionic matter with spontaneous striped
order.
We studied the conductivities under the influence of small DC and AC electric
fields. We were able to separate out the contributions of the modulation and the
sliding to the electric conductivities. This provided us with a new viewpoint to un-
derstand the otherwise challenging strongly coupled Fermi-like fluids which sponta-
neously break the translational symmetry. While most of the results that we obtained
clearly conform with the physical intuition, there are some remaining puzzles. In par-
ticular, we found that the total conductivities in the direction of the applied external
electric field did not, approximately, depend on the alignment with respect to stripes
(σxx ≈ σyy). This is a consequence of an approximate symmetry under Ex ↔ Ey,
δax ↔ ±δay, which may be linked to the SDW as we discuss in App. B. However, we
do not understand the physical origin of this, as the stripes themselves spontaneously
break the rotational symmetry.
Another outstanding issue is the mechanism underlying the persistent currents in
the background geometry in the absence of any applied external electric field. These
background currents, illustrated in Fig. 1, lead in the spatially modulated divergence
of the Hall conductivity in the ω → 0 limit, as discussed in Sec. 4.2. One possibility
is that these persistent currents are indicative of superfluidity. However, at this point,
we refrain from making such a conjecture and would like to see more evidence, say
a phonon mode, to establish this interpretation. This is clearly a very interesting
direction to continue our investigation of this model. One helpful generalization of
the present context would be to turn on an external magnetic field, which could
be relevant for relaxing a supercurrent and for demonstrating the Meissner effect. A
finite background magnetic field breaks parity explicitly and would therefore also help
us discern how much of the cohered charges can be attributed to the SDW component
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of the fluid.
We found that the sliding of the stripes is smooth and the corresponding threshold
electric field for their depinning is vanishing. This is not unexpected as the gluonic
sector which relaxes the momentum acts like a density of smeared impurities. The
threshold electric field varies between different materials but, most importantly, in-
creases with higher concentration of the impurities. We can imagine in introducing
an additional optical lattice, which can be modeled holographically by a spatially de-
pendent chemical potential. The amplitude of this additional source will play the role
of the magnitude of disorder and perhaps leads to a non-vanishing threshold electric
field. In the extreme case, the stripes would get strongly pinned. This sliding-pinning
mechanism would provide an intriguing realization of a charge-insulator transition un-
der very good control.
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A Details on the analysis of DC conductivities
A.1 Comments on the gauge choice
It appears tempting to use the remaining gauge transformations (those left after
requiring au = 0) to set p = 0 in (27) and (28). This cannot be done, however,
because we have already implicitly fixed such gauge degrees of freedom. To illustrate
this, consider a gauge transformation of the form δA = dΛ with Λ = q(x)t. It would
change the coefficient of the term proportional to log(1−u) in δax near the boundary
in the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, which will appear in the (standard infalling)
regularity condition at the horizon. Therefore, a gauge transformation like this would
imply a nontrivial change in the regularity conditions.
The gauge fixing traces back to the usual condition that at vanishes at the horizon.
Namely, as one can check, requiring the fluctuation13 δat(t, x, u) = p(x) + δat(x, u) to
vanish at the horizon (as ∼ 1− u) gives the same condition for p(x) as the regularity
of δax in the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, which we use explicitly in Sec. 3.
Moreover, notice that δat(t, x, u) vanishes at the horizon and δat(x, u) approaches
13We are leaving out the term proportional to the derivative of the background ∂xat(x, u) which
vanishes both at the horizon and on the boundary and plays no role here.
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a constant on the boundary (otherwise we would be turning on a modulated elec-
tric field). Therefore, p(x) is identified as the modulation of (the fluctuation of) the
chemical potential, which is fully determined in terms of the electric field and the
background. Only the constant part of the chemical potential can be adjusted inde-
pendently of the electric field, and we set its variation to zero by requiring that the
average of p(x) vanishes and that δat(x, u) contains no source term.
A.2 Conserved bulk current in the presence of moving stripes
We wish to rewrite Eqs. (29) in a form where one immediately sees the existence of a
conserved bulk current. We first notice that K1 arises from the time derivative term
of the fluctuation equation for δax. This term is the linear fluctuation around the
background solution of the corresponding term in the generic EoM for the ax field,
i.e., the fluctuation of
− ∂t ∂L
∂ (∂tax)
= ∂t
∂L
∂ (∂xat)
, (80)
where we used gauge symmetry to obtain the second expression. Since, we only have
linear time dependence, K1 arises exactly from the terms where the time derivative
operates on the combinations vst in the fluctuation Ansatz. These terms correspond
to the linearized movement of the stripes and can therefore be collected into
K1 = −∂x ∂L
∂ (∂xat)
∣∣∣∣
bg
= ∂u
∂L
∂ (∂uat)
∣∣∣∣
bg
, (81)
which is to be evaluated on the background solution and where the second expression
follows by using the background equation of motion for at. Naturally, this result can
also be checked by an explicit computation. Similarly, we find that
K2 = ∂x
∂L
∂ (∂uat)
∣∣∣∣
bg
. (82)
Consequently, K1 = ∂uK and K2 = ∂xK for
K =
∂L
∂ (∂uat)
∣∣∣∣
bg
(83)
and (29) can be written in a form
∂u(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2) = 0 = ∂x(G1 ∂uδax(x, u) + vsG˜2) , (84)
where we have introduced the Routhian G˜2 = G2 −K.
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B Numerical solutions and symmetries of the fluc-
tuations
For completeness, we will illustrate selected plots of the numerical solutions to the
fluctuation equations. From the plots one can also infer the symmetry properties
discussed in the main text. We will focus on two specific cases both at nonzero
electric field.
Figure 7: The fluctuations of the temporal gauge field and the brane embedding at
ω = 1. The real (imaginary) parts of the fluctuations are given by the blue (red)
surfaces. Top row: nonzero (oscillating) Ex. Bottom row: nonzero Ey.
We show the solutions to the fluctuation equations at frequency ω = 1. The
fluctuation of the temporal component of the gauge field δat and the embedding
fluctuations δψ and δz are depicted in Fig. 7. For the top row plots we turn on an
alternating electric field in the x-direction, i.e., perpendicular to the stripes, whereas
in the bottom row plots are for the case of electric field in the y-direction, that is
along the stripes. The gauge field fluctuations δax and δay are shown (with similar
organization of the plots) in Fig. 8.
We observe a clear but approximate symmetry between the fluctuations for nonzero
Ex and Ey. First, both the real and imaginary part of δax at nonzero Ex in the top
left plot of Fig. 8 have similar u-dependence as the real and imaginary parts of δay at
nonzero Ey in the bottom right plot. Second, δay of the top right plot is very closely
opposite to δax in the bottom left plot, apart from the behavior near the boundary.
Even if this symmetry is only approximate, it is surprising as the striped back-
ground solution breaks the rotation symmetry. Moreover, we notice that when the
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Figure 8: The fluctuations of the gauge field components ax and ay at ω = 1. Top
row: nonzero Ex. Bottom row: nonzero Ey.
electric field is in the x-direction (perpendicular to the stripes), the fluctuations of
ψ and ay are clearly larger than those of z and at, and strongly modulated. This
suggests that there is a strong component of the stripe motion involved – recall that
the background is dominantly SDW, so that ψ and ay are strongly modulated. When
the electric field is aligned parallel to the stripes, however, the fields with large mod-
ulated fluctuations are ax and at, and the origin cannot be the motion of the stripes.
Therefore, the symmetric looking configurations seemed to have essentially different
origin, so that the symmetry seems quite mysterious.
A bit more insight can be obtained by considering the ω → 0 limit. First it can be
verified that the fluctuations for nonzero Ex are indeed linked to the stripe motion,
which can also be seen from the leading terms in (70) and (71). Further (69) implies
that the sizable fluctuations of ax and at are associated with the function p(x) in the
limit of small ω. Indeed, the coefficient of Ey in the expression (51) for p
′(x) turns
out to be numerically much larger than the coefficients of Ex and vs. This is due to
the strong modulation of (the background values of) ψ and ay at the horizon, again
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linked to the SDW.
Let us finish with a heuristic analysis of the symmetry in the interchange of
x and y for the DC conductivities, given in (43) and (59). The above discus-
sion suggests that the symmetry is due to the SDW being dominant in our back-
ground. Therefore, we approximate that at the horizon a′y,0(x) ≈ a˜y cos(2pix/L) and
c(ψ0(x)) ≈ c˜ cos(2pix/L), while σˆ and at,0 are taken to be constants. Further, moti-
vated by the symmetry of the fluctuations in Fig. 8, we require that the corresponding
coefficients of the ω → 0 limit match at the horizon in (69) and (70), i.e.,
p′(x)
Ey
=
vs
Ex
a′y,0(x) . (85)
Inserting here the dominant SDW contribution from (51), p′(x) ≈ (√2c/σˆ−at,0a′y,0)Ey,
we find for the speed of the stripes vs/Ex ≈ −at,0+
√
2c˜/σˆa˜y. This formula agrees with
values of Fig. 5 (right) within about 10%. Inserting it and the above approximations
in the numerically large terms in the expression (43) for 〈σxx〉 we obtain
〈σxx〉 ≈ 〈σˆ−1〉−1 +
√
2vs
Ex
〈c(ψ0)a′y,0〉 −
vs
Ex
〈
at,0σˆa
′
y,0(x)
2
〉
≈ σˆ + 1
2σˆ
(√
2c˜− σˆat,0a˜y
)2
. (86)
This agrees with the expression for 〈σyy〉, after using the same approximations and
dropping the numerically small14 terms ∝ ψ′20 + z′20 :
〈σyy〉 ≈
〈
σˆ +
1
σˆ
(√
2c(ψ0)− σˆat,0a′y,0
)2〉
≈ σˆ + 1
2σˆ
(√
2c˜− σˆat,0a˜y
)2
. (87)
This sketch demonstrates that the approximate symmetry of the solutions is linked
to the symmetry of the DC and AC conductivities observed numerically in Figs. 2
and 3 and suggests that they appear because the SDW is dominant over the CDW
in our background.
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